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PO L I T I C I A N S and civil servants seem to be attaching more weight to using research in policymaking than ever before. Over the past decade, it has become de rigueur for governments and international organizations to stress the need for ‘evidence-based’ policy. The tendency was well exemplified by the Labour administration that came to power in Britain in 1997. The new government accentuated the need for policy to be underpinned by rigorous scientific analysis (Parsons 2002). Policymaking, it was argued, should be ‘based on a comprehensive and foresighted understanding of the evidence’, ensuring approaches ‘that are forward-looking and shaped by the evidence rather than a response to short-term pressures’.1 The intention was to move away from policy based on ‘dogma’ to ‘sound evidence’ of ‘what works’.2 Evidence-based policymaking has become especially modish in the fields of health, education, labour market policy and criminal justice. As one advisor to former Prime Minister Tony Blair put it, ‘Governments have become ravenous for information and evidence.’ They recognize that their success now ‘depends on much more systematic use of knowledge than it did in the past’.
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Microsoft Office 2003 Editions Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2003
Whether you’re a small business or a global organization, deploy and support  Microsoft Office 2003 Editions with expertise direct from the Microsoft Office  product team. This official Resource Kit packs the in-depth technical  information you need to customize and install Office, plan and implement  messaging with Microsoft...
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Natural User Interfaces in .NETManning Publications, 2012

	
		Whether it's tapping, flicking, pinching, or stretching, the vocabulary and gestures of user interfaces have changed a lot in the past year. Multitouch surfaces are now common across almost all platforms and device types. The new Windows Touch API, along with innovations from the Surface project, make it easier than ever to build...
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Data Mashups in RO'Reilly, 2011

	Programmers may spend a good part of their careers scripting code to conform to commercial
	statistics packages, visualization tools, and domain-specific third-party software.
	The same tasks can force end users to spend countless hours in copy-paste purgatory,
	each minor change necessitating another grueling round of formatting tabs and...
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MCTS Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-640Sybex, 2008

	With Microsoft's release of Windows Server 2008 and a new generation of certification exams, IT administrators have more reason than ever to certify their expertise in the world's leading server software. Inside, find the full coverage you need to prepare for Exam 70-640: Windows Server 2008 Active Directory, Configuring, one of three...
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Web Services Testing with soapUIPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is all about using soapUI for functional and performance testing of

	service-oriented solutions. soapUI can be used to test various aspects of a

	service-oriented solution without merely playing the role of a web service

	invocation tool. We will follow a simple tutorial-style approach throughout

	the book in which we...
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The Borgias: Power and FortuneAtlantic Books, 2019

	
		The sensational story of the rise and fall of one of the most notorious families in history, by the author of The Medici.

	
		The Borgia family have become a byword for evil. Corruption, incest, ruthless megalomania, avarice and vicious cruelty - all have been associated with their name. But the story of this...
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